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INNOCENT ABROAD

S{?eaking,' I am an innocent abroad. Some of you may not believe
Educationally S\?ealdng,'

'innocent'l because education is not my.
this. But I plan to dem'oristrate it to you. I am 'innocent
professional discipline, although I do regard part of my function as Chairman of the

L~W

Reform Commission to promote community discussion about the law, its purposes, its
personnel, its defects and its renewal. In that sens'e only, lam
I am one of you: a teacher. But
basically, I am a lawyer with only so much right to

offe~
offe~

opinions on education as you have

I?urposes, that will give me a pretty free.rein.
free .rein.
to offer opinions about the law. For pr"esent l?urposes,
I am an innocent 'abroad' because here I am in South Australia, where so many
things are different from my home State of New South Wales. I do not even have to go
bac·k to th.e difference between the prOUd
proud establishment of your State and Province by
free settlers when compared to the very high legal content in the early establishment of
the ·mother Colony. New South Wales grew out of the necessities of the administration of
when, she lost her North American settlements. In that
justice in the United Kingdom, When,
been at the· heart of public life in New South Wales. The more
sense, the law has always been
peaceful, ordered society of South Australia, with its large component of German settlers,
could relegate the law tei a lesser place than was ever possible in the restive atmosphere
around Sydney Cove and its hinterland.
Despite the growth of the Commonwealth's role in the funding of education in
overwhelmingly, State business. Things differ markedly from State
Australia, it remains, overWhelmingly,
to Sta.te. One can look 'On this as an advantage of federalism. The

for~er
for~er

Chief Justice of

South Australia, D"r. Bray, once described diversity of laws in Australia as the 'protectress
socif?;ty and its laws
of freedom,.l Certainly our capacity to experiment and push socil?;ty
forward

is

a

valuable

feature

of

our

Federal

system

of

government.

In
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the last decade, many were the legislative refcrms first introdoced in South Australia
which later came to be accepted in other parts of the nntion. 2 Frustration sets in,
however, when a good idea is accepted and seen to work in one, part of the country but is
then resL<;ted, delayed or just plain obstructed in other parts of the country.
We do not have permanent institutional 'nnchinery for achieving unifcrm laws in
selected arens,
areas, as they do in the great English-speaking federa Hons of North America.
Similarly, in education we all tend to go it 8.1one' : each educationlll
educational bureat..eracy
bureal.X!racy insisting.
on its own separate machinery of review U?d
U!ld develo()ment. That is 00 doubt why, in the
last three years or

S0,

we have sem in Australia a remarkable proliferation of
or ,inquiries

into the future directions of education in this country. In Victoria, a White Paper. In
Tasmania, a Report tabled by Mr. Holgate. In New South Wales, the McGowan Report. In
South Australia, the Education Department's into the 80s' and the Interim and Final
Keeves Reports) On top iof these and other reports (for I hav,e not mentioned the Jones
and
and. McKinnon Reports) there ,are the institutional

statemffi~s
statemffi~s

of the Fedeml and State

Commissions and Departments, mini3terial announcements, new adminstrative practices
and occasionally Ieg.isIative
leg.isIative changes. All of this is terribly confusing and enough to give us
in::llgestion.
in9igestion. Most of these reports are addressing common problems which arise from the
expansion, during the 19505
1950s and 1960s of the availability of seconoory education to [JJ1
increasing proportion of young people:
peol?le: Unfortunately, the expansion nowhere took inito
sufficient account the diverse needs' and interests of the broader spectrum of young
education. .Instead, for want of insight or
people who would be absorbed into continuing education.
imagination,
il"flagination, the education offered largely, replicated the courses previously developed for
th~ minority of students
stUdents who woold go on to

matriculation in the universities.

Understandably, the universities did not wish to lower their

matricula~jon stanoords.
matricula~jon

The

it,. was the imposition on large numbers, who did not need it, of the
net result, as I see it"
classical kind of education 1I received ~t
consider(;!d uninteresting, irrelevant
b1.tt which was consider~d
and just plain boring and dreary for many who remained at our schools.
It is difficult to change these things. T~achers
TE':achers with limited specialties have
been recruited and have tenure. School buildings
bUildings have been designed around the classical
classroom and cUITiculum. Teacher unions, re~onsive
re~onsive !o their members, are anxious about
change. Par,ents
politiCians, are notoriously
notoriOUSly conservative about,
Par.ents and citizen groups, and politicians,
educational policy. Many want no change from the kind of education

the~

received. All

too many stress voc:otional
voc:ational education. They believe that, somehow, miraculously, thi<5 will
solve the problems of post-education unemployment, despite
v~ational
v~ational education

inc~easing
inc~easing

evidence that

may simply lock young people into highly specific training, which is

itself overtaken and rendered irrelevant I:Yj fast-moving technology.

- 3It is into ·this scene that reports such

8S

the Reeves Report are delivered. Now,

when 1 was in Whyalla last month, rashly suggesting that the juggernaut of education could
chosen court case, I was told by' many teachers with
occasionally be stimulllted by a well chosen
whom I spoke that the Reeves Report was 'an accountant's view of education'. Its mA.pr
ffiA.pr

efficiency_ I have
concern was Seen to be cost
cost" cutting, ~taff ceilings and administrative efficiency.
a~o

the criticism of the first Keeves Report, written by Don Novil< in the' bulletin
read the
4
would not be apr;>ropria
ap[?ropria te for me 65 a Commonwealth officer and as 8 lay men
Pivot. It
ltwould
to comment in mtail on these views. But I do want to say that 1 believe there are many
recommendations in the' Keeves Report that point in the right direction. For present
pUI'Qoses, those I wish to emphasise the recommendltions that:
purposes,
greater flexibility should be introduced into the timetable of the secondary school
sma'}l units of instnction to be presrnted that will provide options foc
to permit small
students to study minor courses cccqlying less than sL"{ periods a week for a few
weeks, a term or half a yearj5 and
the reconstituted Public Examinations Board should serve the needs of the whole of
the year 12 stud61t group and not just the interests of those stud€{lts who are
preparing to enter institutions of higher education. 6
The statemEnt by the South Austmlian Minister of Education, Mr. Allison, in February
1982 that the matriculation examination and the Public Examinations Boord will be
replaced' by a new public examining au-th<:rity
auoth<rity to conduct a year 12 examination, is to be
welcomed. Releasing the entirity of students, from being cBp.tives to the necessities of
minCl"ity is, in my view, a clear step in the right
university prepamtion, required only by a minority
direction. Moreover, r:elevnntly
r:elevantly for this evening's teachers, these developments offer the
possibility of a more positive

edu~ational
edu~ational

response to the stUdy of law in society. The

development of greater flexibility in the curriculum. of secondary schools will ,permit a
greater open-mindedness to the introdlrtion of legal studies subjects into the course. It
will also help to overcome the impediment of the lack of teachers with the knowledge and

self confidence to take on a full course in legal studies but willing to teach aspects of the
subject in a wider context.

-4LEGAL STUDIPS IN SCHOOLS
I said that one aspect of the diversity of federations, when we go beyond the
protectress', is a S61se
'protectress',
sEnse of frustration when a good idea developed and demonstrated
elsewhere does not take on because of bureaucratic or other resistance or lack of
what has happened in the teaching of
imagination over the borde-:. I believe Unt this is woot

legal studies in schools in Australia. The idea was

~romoted
~romoted

in Victoria, where it f; now,

all know, the third most popular optional subject. in higher second9.ry
as you would all
education. The fact that it is so popular, although- not regarded as

8.

soft option', is a

and dedication of the teachers of legal studies in
tribute not only to the enthusiasm find

Victoria. It is in pad, I believe,
believe,sa commentary on the SOCiety
society in that State which has
always tended to be more interested in ideas and issues than other societies in Australia.
But it is also a

~flection

of the fact that the law is intensely interesting. It is about the

disputes and conflicts of society, the government and order of the community; it is about
the way in which we. live together in relative peace. In Australia, despite its great
distances,J we are overwhelmingly
distances

8

metropolitan people for whom the effective operation

of the law is vitally important.
Department's 1nm
1nto The 80s' and in the Keeves Report,
Both in the Education Departments
there is a recognition toot

knowle~e
knowle~e

about the law and its role in society is an essmtial

part of modern schooling. 'Into the 80s' put it this way, in expressing the 'twelve
expectations!:
expectations':
understanding Bnd
and appreciation of
Schools should ensure that students gain an underslanding
environmfflt the Australian environmmt
economic and physical.7

political, legal, histcdcal, cultural, social,

Happily, this statement goes on to make the point that:

Tn learning about their country and

their

heritage, students should be

encouraged to develop a pride in being Australian. This does not mean an
uncritical acceptance of all ·things Australian. Rather, it is to suggest that if
Australians are to make a positive contribution to their mition's development,
they will ·need
-need to understand their past, their prerent social and geographical
c.ontext and the potential for future development. 8
in·
The Keeves Report, more specifically, turned its attmtion
attm-tion to the problems that. stand in'
curriculum· that could permit the offering of legal
the way of developing n more flexible curriculum'
studies -

subject in its own right (as in Vict<X'ia)
Victocia) or as a course
whether as a major SUbject

grafted on to existing social studies courses (as has tended to happen elsewhere). Keeves
again:

-5IS] tudents
tuctents are not provided with choices that would enable them to select from
a range of alternatives a course that wc:m1d
wc:>uld be of particular interest to them.
There is, in addition, some expectation that schools should not be involved in
the offering of courses that appear to have a vocational emphasis. A •.. major
constraint .arises from the way in which decisions fife
firc made in the Education
DCl?artment and within schools. Both the composition of the Curriculum
Co-ordinating Committee of the Education Department and the senior master
structure within schools lead to decisions being made by persons trained in and
committed to the traditional disciplines. Thus small classes can exist in many
schools for teaching. of Art/Design, Modern Languages, Music and branches of
History, because these are the interests and concerns of those who are
primarily involved in decision-making in schools. The development of new
courses in Legal Studies,
StUdies, Sociology, J?sychology, Accounting, Business Studies,
Computing,

Compute~
Compute~

Science, Electronics and Technological Science is seen as

using up the limited ~esources
subjects on the
J:"esources of the schools and a threat to SUbjects
9
decline and facing problems of survivEil.
survivaL
The Keeves Committee recommended that Commerce and Business Studies subjects
should be provided at year 12 as tertiary entry SUbjects. It also made suggestions for
improving the Courses offered relevan~
relevan~ to the new technology. It made a plea for greater
fle;.::ibility
im()ediments which
De::::ibility in the 'curriculum and the removal of the institutional impediments
prevent the introduction of new courses:
that have greater relevance and thus greater attraction for students during
their final two years of schooling. It is essential that challenging

cours~s
cours~s

shou.ld

be available· at the I end of secondary schooling to extend the most able.
However, it is also important that all. engaged in thethe· planning of programs at
the terminal secondary schOOl stage should. recognise their obligation to provide
courses that will attract students who are not currently attracted
attracted by the
traditional academic subjects being offered. 10
These conclusions are clearly right. If their essential reasoning is accepted, in South
Australia and beyond, there will inevitably be a great future for teaching of Law and
law-related subjects in our schools. It is interesting. It is relevant to the lives people will
have to lead in society. It

~s

a prerequisite to the assertion and use of rights aild
and facilities
facili.ties

conferred by law. It is a necessity for obedience to the principal duties imposed b¥ the
ha's neVer
never struck me as terribly just to deem everybody to know the law and to
law. It ho's
keep making more and more laws which they are deemed to know,. yet at the
.the same time
doing precious little to ensure that people know at least the basic rules by which they are
governed. Keeves again:

- 6-

Unless the upper secondary school introduces radical reforms during the next
decade, it will fail in its responsibility to youth to equip them for a changing
world and a society in which they will live. 11
Perhaps if more attention were paid to making the upper secondary school relevant and
interesting to the mass of students, instead of trying to force so many of them into the
straight jacket of subjects suitable and necessary only for university entrants, we, in
Australia, might be doing better than we are in keeping our young people in education.
This is a subject to which I adverted in Whyalla. It is much more important than the
subject of a few court cases against teachers which caught the media's eye. All of us
SUbject
should be studying and reflecting upon the DECD tables contained in the Keeves Report
concerning· the relative ·success
-success of countries of the Western community in keeping their
young people in education. Those tables show that we in Australia are not doing well at it.
The United States, Japan and Canada keep about 70% of their young people between 16
and 18 in full time education. We in Australia barely manage 40%. Instead, our young
people leave school and, unhappily many of them do not go into employment. There is a
gap of despair that is growing between the failure of the Australian education system to
gal?
-at school and the growing ()ercentages
unem()loyment (given at 11%
keep ()eople
people ·at
percentages of youth unemployment
nge of 18).12 I call this a 'gal?'gap. of despair' because it
for boys and 17% for girls under the age
would be better, as it seems to me, if the young people on the dole queue could be
retained in education that was relevant to their needs in life, including training in basic
law matters that would affect them and which would give them

0.

sense of responsibility

stUdents in full time
for their society and its laws. I set out below the enrolment rate for students
education published by the DECD and reproduced in the Keeves Report.l 3
TABLE
ENROLMENT RATES FOR STUDENTS IN FULL-TIME EDUCATION
AGED 16-18 YEARS AND IN HIGHER EDUCATION 1976
Enrolment Rates of Persons
Aged 16-18 Years
Country
United States
Japilll
Japan
Switzerland
C:mada
Norway
The Netherlands
Sweden
Dcnma rk
Denma
Fr.ancc
Fnmce
Greece (1975)
Ireland(1975)
Italy (975)
(1975)
/lev
Nelo' Zealand
Austral ia
United Kingdom
Spain (975)
(1975)
Fed. Rep. Germany
Portug;Jl
Portugal (1975)
Austria

Percentage
75.7
74.8
71. 0
66.0
64.1
63.1
56.8
55.6
54.0
49.0
47.3
43.7
40.t.
40.2
37.t.
37."

36.2
35.2
33.2
28.6

Enrolment Rates in Higher Education
Country
United States
Japan
Canada
Denmark
(]972)
Greece (I972)
Spain (1975)
Germany
Australia
Norway
Sweden (975)
(1975)
Ireland(I975)
Ireland(1975)
New Zealand
Austria
Switzerland
<lUnited Kingdom
"'United
Portugal(l975)
Portugal(1975)

Ago Spall
AR'

18-22

18-22
18-22
20-24
20-2"
18-22
18-22
20-24
20-2"
1]-21
17-2]
20-24
20-24
18-22
18-22
19-23
20-24
17-20
19-23

Percentage
29.1
26.6
IB.3
18.3
13.2
12. J
11.7
11.6
11.2

10.7
10:7
10.3
9.9
9:6

B .68.5
6.3

4.8

-7Whyalln observations, said thot
One teacher union correspondent, critical of my Whyalla
OECD league in
we should not be worried about being down at the bottom of the GECD
education retEntion. It did not matter tint we were there with Spain and Portugal because
we were still doing better than the United Kingdom with 37.4%. Frankly, I do not regard

the United Kingdom 1s position as so relevant as that of our competitors in this region, the
United State-5, Japan and Canaoo. With 3,000,000 unemployed in Britain, many of them
young people, I do not think the United Kingdom has much to teach us in this department.
Indeed, we may have inherited United Kingdom approaches to. community

educaq<?n.- The
educaq<?n..

attitucbs and needs of the Oxford Don and the preparation for his mode of life still limits
the imagination of courses for the enormous variety of young people in secondary
education in Australian schools. We just lacked the imagination to do things. differently.
pOints out, technological and social change force the pace and the
Now, as !{eeves rightly points
need for'a more flexible curriculum is becoming more obvious.
LAW IN SCHOOLS, A CHOICE

thnt the stimulus of the Keeves1 recommendations in thi'i
If it can be assumed that
area at least, and the announcement of the Minister in February, will lead on to a more
flexible curriculum
curriCulum development in South Australia, the prospects for Legal and Business
Studies in the schools will become much brighter. There is, at the outset, a debate about
StUdies
should,be
whether Legal Studies should.
be offer:ed as a separate subject confined to senior students,
many of whom will go on to Law, Ecoromicsand
Ecoromics and Commerce courses in the universities or
CAEs or whether it
it should be grafted on to the curriculum and directed primarily at
younger stUdents,
students, say those 14 to 15
IS years of age. Here there is room for: experimentation.
'The
The Victorians

h~ve
h~ve

taken the former course. The High School Education Law Project

(HELP) of the Law Founwtion of New South yvales ms taken the latter c'ourse.

r

have

mentioned the Victorian suc"cess. Let me say something about the N.ew South Wales
approach~

The initial funding for the HELP project was offered by the Law Foundation in
1975., It was based on research among early New South Wales school,leavers (of whom 40
per cent only complete high schooD
schooJ) concerning their understanding about the law. The
\ research indica ted toot:
. those young people saw the law as something -they would not be involved in unless
they were in trouble ('me? no, I never do nothing wrong
wrong');
' );
at the same time, most were able to describe a variety of situations they had been
in~olved
in~olved

in since leaving school where they lacked any practical understanding of

the law related .consequences of their action or inactionj
inaction; and

-8their recollection of school work was that it was mostly designed for the !others'
lothers'
and had nothing nbout the law, except, rometimes, consideration of traffic rules.

The Law Foundation of New South Wales set to work developing school
materiaL<;
mnteriaL<; fer law

relat~d
relat~d

subjects. It also sought to promote teacher interest in the law

and confidence about the ability of the lay teacher, with the help of appropriate material,

to provide a useful and accurate intr-odt£tion.
intr-odu::tion.
to- 308
A journal, 'Legal Eagle',
Fag-Ie', -was
'was (?roduced in an attractive format and sent to'
subscribing high schools.

The case book series dealing with topical issues such as:

..

jobs and the law;

..

consumer protection;

env
en t;
eov iron m
men

.. family 1a w,
was developed and went into 'som~
'som~ six hundred schools.
Over 150
ISO tencher-short
condtX!ted reachings:>me
reaching &:>me 3,500 teachers in
teacher-short workshops were cond~ted
New Sou th Wales.
The curriculum authorities were persuaded to include
inc1ude law in the new commerce
syllabus.
frpm
A number of other initiatives were taken and much enthusiasm was reported from
teachers and pupils. However, although a high level advisory committee was appointed
including' the Director ·of
Del'artment of 'Education, representatives from
,of Studies of the Department
tile P & C Federation, teacher associations, police, law societies, the

en tholic

Education

Office and others as. well as Mr Justice Samuels
Samue1s of the.NSW Supreme
Supreme court
Court and myself,
~oon manifested itself. The lack of real
what I have called the 'juggernaut' syndrome. !loon

enthusiasm at the officinllevel and lack of fleXibility'
flexibility' in the curriculum threatens to kill
this <:blicate
<blicate !llant.
plant. Naturally enough, the Law Foundltion sees the problem as basically
one for education

authorit~es.
authorit~es.

It questions Why
why it should have to continue funding

inrefinitely. Whether it is indifference, apathy or just plain old-fashioned resistance of
the

educatjon~l
education~l establishment,

I am not sure; Whatever. it is, I do not like it. I do not need

to regale you at length with this lament. It is a tale with which you will doubtless be
familiar. The brave ex[?eriment of the Law Foundation of New South Wales deserves. the
the
strongest .commendation. The lack of responsiveness by educational and curricula.
authority is a &:>urce
profound disa[?pointment
disappointment to me. Whilst ever we maintain
s:>urce o~ the most [?rofound
the position that law is really only the business' of the legal profession, we will conoomn
conremn
our people to an indifference about the state of their'1B:ws
their'ID:ws and a feeling of resignation
about injustice and an acceptance. foot
fInt it is romebody else's responsibility to' secure a
juster society and reformed laws.

-9There is plenty of room, in my view, for both legal studies of the kind that have
proved so successful in Victcria and legal educational across the curriculum, 8S pioneered
by the New South Wales HELP Projec.t. In this- regard I agree with what Mr 'lUcker,
'I\Jcker, the

Co-ordinator of the

Leg~l
Leg~l

Studies Curriculum Committee of South Australia hils suid is

y-oorapprooch
y-oorapproach in this State:
Our Committee has considered that both approaches can

c~xist,
c~xistJ

although we

. recognise that whichever approach is adopted will have a great influence on the
type of materials, both student and teacher pro::1uced,
pro::luced, to support these courses.

Within budget and personnel constraints, we have endeavoured to pursue both
projects. 14
In South Australia, part of the problem in the way of introducing a specific course in legal

studies of the kind Hat
Uat tus succeeded in VictCX'ia ms been the lack of trained teachers.
As Mr Tucker points out there there is, here,

a 'Catch 22' irony:

Currently in South Australia it is not pos:;ible for a trainee teacher to undertake
a 'major study in law in any of the Colleges of Advanced EdiJcation.
Education. The
Colleges have indica ted a oosire to offer these courses, but Whilst
whilst there is no
matriculation course they do not consider they can fund such a. prcgra m. 15
The impedimmt to the matriculation recognition is said to be the attitude of the
universities. I do hope that those university and other people wh9 make the decisions
about matriculation qualifications in South Australia will study what, is happening in
Victoria. I hope they will reflect upon what is written in the Keeves Report and q>on the
legitimacy of legal studies as an 8uthootic discipline of appropriate intellectual
in:tellectual rigor as
well as a subject
SUbject of-great importance including_to
inclUding_to all
aU university men and women: whether
t~ey go on ultimately to become engineers, scientists, ecooomists, captains of indJstry or
t~ey
lawyers.

I am pleased to see the tr iailing of legal studies for
for secondary school certificate
matriculation subjects. However, at that
course alternative to matric:ulation
that level, the subject will
never flourish until it is acce[)ted for matriculation purposes, particularly becau.se of the
financial pressures currently upon schools that limit staffing and Course development
opl?ortunities. I add my voice to those which urge the seriousconsidem
op!?ortunities.
serious considem tion of Year 11 and
second9.ry scJ:1ools.
12 courses in legal studies in seconcary

- 10 -

are concerned, the probable development
So far as courses in the Junia' School arc
of more flexible curriculum

arran~emcnts
arran~emcnts

in the wake of the Reeves Report and the

Minister's announcement in February, provide the opportunity. which should be

gra~ed.by
gra~ed.by

legar studies teachers. in particular. "Quite
the Commercial Teachers' Association and legar

Austrolia, the Australian
apart from giving people aII basic understanding of 1I1w making in Austrolin,
Constitution and the kinds of problems that young people are likely to fnce in connection
with the law, one could readily identify the subjects that should be included as part of the
basic specific training of all people in the Junior SchooL Clear candidates for attention
include training in the basic laws and procedures governing:
criminal investigation;
the criminal law, especially as affecting young people;
workers! compensation entitlements and procedures;
consumer protection machinery,
maChinery, e.g., in buying a new car or taking out a loanj
loani
pr<X7edures;
pmsions and benefits pr0<7edures;
dealings with the bureaucracy, including the role Of the Ombudsman;
laws governing housing, home purchase, home finance;
motor traffic laws and the police;
relations l?etween young people.
reI3.tions
This list is not ,exclusive. Further highly interesting and relevant topics can be found in

the South

Austmlia

Legal Resources

Handbook published

by the

Legal Services

Commission of South Australia.
WHY SlIOVLD
SHOULD WE BOTHER?

I now tum to
to why we should botller about all this. I realise that among some

people, possibly especially in the
the universities and s:>me of the older members of the legal
profe~iol),
profe~ior),

there is resistance

to

the notion of training in the law. A little knowledge, 'we

are. constantly told,. is a dangerou's
daogerou-s thing. People should be encouraged to get expert legal
advice to leave the law where it has always been, in the hands of lawmakers and the legal
legaJ
profession; That has never been an attractive
for

the

days

before

ar~mE!lt
ar~mE!1t

general compulsory

to me. It might have been su.itablC
sU,itable

education

and

the

modern

media

of

communication lifted the levels of understanding and
and knowle<\5eof
knowle<\5e of the community. It is
not suitable [or 21st. Century Australians. It might have been

sUi~able
sui~able

when 1t!w
It!w existed

basically to service the propertied class and when the only contact of the general
community with the law was with the criminal law that brought'so many early settlers to

this country. Nowadays, our bUSy
busy parliaments enBct wide-ranging rights and duties. It
might have been possible in earlier times [or
for good citizens simply to rely 'upon
-upon their
instincts of what was right and wrong. Ina
th.ousend
In a coun try which produces more than a th.ousand
~b
of
~~
~

-11Parliament each year, this is no longer

[l

safe assumption. Statutory rights and duties are

now quite complex. It is irresponsible of parliaments to proliferate legislation and to pay
no attention to the commensurate duty to ensure community. knowledge about the chief
purport of that legislation. Film, radio· and television can come to the aid of" community
legal education. But the start must be made in the classroom. Whilst I appreciate that
.there

are

tim'€, tJle
competing demands upon scarce curriculum tim'e,
tJl€ law is the one discipline

that affects everybody in the community. It

~s

fantastic how little we do to bring even its

bee-ames a
basic principles home to our community. It is especially appalling as Australia bee-omes
c~tural
multi-cultural society, whose members do not now share a pr,?dsely common clJItural

background. Even if it were ever justified to assume that the Anglo-Saxon school child
absorbed the com mon law of England and of Australia by a process of osmosis, this is not
a reasonable assumption for a community that has welcomed people from more than 120
countries and where more than 80 languages are spoken at home.
The notion of teuching law in

schoo~ is

not the hobby horse of a few eccentric

·law reformers. It has the endorsement of thinldng people in the most important offices of
this country. Sir Zelman Cowen, a past Commissioner of the Australian Law Reform
Commission, and a dlstingished -educationalist expressed his view on the subject in may
19BO. He said this:
Taught imaginatively it seems to me that [a knowledge. of selected areas of the
law of
of direct concern to ordinary members of society] can be.a
be ,a most valuable
contribution to the understanding of social institutions and I am pleased that
the response to the offering of the SUbjects
subjects [in some of the States] has been so
great. The task of teaching it well and perceptively and within appropriate
limits is a" very difficult one, and the education of the teachers themselves is
16
very important. 16
In September 1980, Sir Zelman expressed this view:

warns of the need for an clear
I believe that Mr Justice Kirby is right when he Warns
understanding of the targets to be aimed at in the teaching of legal studies
Which,
which, well designed and taught,can
taught, can contribute significantly to civic education.
It is not easy: in a society in Which,
which, to use words to which I recur, the consensus

is often

~ragile,
~ragile,

questions about the nature of law, the source of its authority

and its appropriate reach are hard enough for the most acute and well informed
lawyer and -legal philosopher and the issues have to be commqnicated,
comml1nicated, in a
meaningful way, by teachers, who themselves understand them, to senior school
students. The difficulty does not diminiSh the importance of the task. l7
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previo\J..<;ly offered at least four reDsons for advancing- law and In w
I have previou..<;ly

related teaching in our schools. They are:

First, it is important for citizens .in a democratic communit)'.
communit)' to have some
understanding of the character of the law and of its impact on jsociety and the
individual. It is not that every man should seek to be his own lawyer. But he-is more
likely to have an understanding of the way society workS if he grasps the general
principles of the law, the machinery of lawmaJdng and in partic\.uar
particclar the basic rules

for and impact
in those areas of the law which are likely to have a special concern [or
upon him.

Secondly, an understanding of institutions can provide the future citizen with a
greater

opportunity

for

participation

in

the

lowmaldng

proce.ss.

The

long-established institutions, new tribunals and also the more recent law reform
bodies now provid.e growing opportunities for. participation including in the design
of the content of the law. It is a participation which. we should be encoura.ging
citizens to take and utilise to the full_
fUll.
Thirdly, the law has -a positive role to improve society. A better understanding

of.

the law on the part of the citizen will allow the individual to comprehend more
fully its operation and his personal responsibility for the state of the law. The time
fUlly
must end when we can abdicate this responsibility, blaming unidentified others for
laws which have become out of date, obscure, irrelevant and obstructive to society
as it is.
Fourthly, the Rule of Law is said to be the special feature of Western -democracy.
It is asserted as an essential ingredient.in the assurance and protection of freedom.
citizens-into its confidence but siml?ly
simply imposes on
A society which does not take its citizens·into
them obligations of obeying a vast and ever-growing storehouse of legal rules
(whilst doing precious little to instruct in even the fundamental rules) 'is engaging
in a dangerous hypocrisy.
My calls for attention to community legal education, including
inclUding in the schools,
have been mirrored in other countries. In New Zealand, Professor Bernard Brown of the
Auckland University has said that:
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It is hard to conceive of a more potent instrumentality than school to carry out
Qut

the necessary educative tasks [of better informing young people about law] ...
The course should strive to broaden their perspectives on society by introducing
them to issues

of

topical controversy and, through discussi"on, acquaint- them'

with the particular problems they will meet in an adult world. Teachers will
need a ready
courses. 19

sup!Jly

of

information,

together

with

sh')rt

orientation

In Canada, one of the Justices of the Supreme Court, Mr. Justice McIntyre told
a conference 'he-ld in Saskatoon that school students in Canada should be informed about
the substance and procedure of the law, about their rights and

libertie~
libertie~

and 'above all on

need for the rule of law'. He said that legal education in schools was a new field of
education, the goal of which should not be to make everyone into a lawyer but to make
ordinary members of society 'aware of the law and of their rights and responsibilities'. 19
LAW, EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY

In my concluding remarks, I want to sny
say something about the place of legal
studies in an age of. mature science and technology.
Tasks
TaskS before the law reform bodies of Australia constantly demonstrate the

fact that one of the chief forces behind the need for law reform in Australia today is the
dynamic of science and technology. The importance of adapting the school curriculum to

scientific changes is recognised in the Keeves Report. But what a barren study it will be if
no thought is given and no discussion is offered about the important
im[>ortant social, moral and

new technology penetrates our society.
legal choices that have to be faced as the new
It has been said that there are three main technologies at work in the world

today. They are: developments in the energy sciences, developments in information
sciences and developments of bio.technology. I will say nothing of energy sciences. The
legal implications of solar energy were examined by the South Australian Law Reform
Committee. Clearly, if our society. moves to nuclear .energy, important moral and legal
consequences will ensue, particularly for the mOdification
modification of civil liberties that would be
necessary in a community dependent upon nuclear facilities.

- 14ns the mfa-matioo
mfa-mation sciences are concerned, there are many implications
So far as
of computing, married to telecommunications, that require the attention of the lawyer
and the educationalist seeking to promote s€flsitivity among young people to the
advantages and social dangers of the new technology. Issues that have to be addressed
inc lure:

Vulnerability. The greater vulnerability of the wired society VUlnerability.

vulnerability to

accident, industrial action, war, terrCf'ism and just plain mistaken negligence.

Privacy. The tendency of computications to endanger civil liberty by the capacity
to collect more and more personal infocmation about

us,
all of us)

mta
aggregating mtn

profiles and placing great power in the hands of computer specialists and those who
CIJJl
ClJI1

infa-mation. The Law Refocm Commission is specifically
have access to such iofa-matian.

examining the design of data protection and data security laws for Australia. It will
be providing a report on this subject with draft Federal legislation by the end of
the year.
Computer crime is a new problem whose ramifications will far outstrip the impact
of most anti-social activity today. We will need new laws, new, highly trained,
police, new investigation procedures and possibly new decision-makers to cope with
.the high technology of the computer criminai. Just one example is the possible
'theft' involves taking away
need for reform of the law of theft. At common law, 'theft!
the 'gocds' of another. The computer criminal may remove no goods but may steal
valuable information. The criminal law will need to be adjusted

00

that these

activities can be brought within its operation.
Courtroom evidence will need to be modified. The English 'trial system which we
have inherited in Australia puts great stress upon the need to avoid hearsay
evidence and to offer direct oral evidence. Yet the world will increasingly move to
infct'mation. If courts insist Lpon proof only by the ociginal evidence,
electronic infct"mation.
-problem solving in society. The Law Reform
they may become irrelevant to 'problem
Commission is looking at this subject to in its inquiry into the refam
refcrm of the laws of
eviden,ce in Federal courts.
eViden,ce
E~en
E~en

more .complex than these are the problems presented by the new biotechnology.

Bioethics is hot a subject for a few priests and theological studmts. It is a topic trot
c_ommunity
should be considered in the schooL Controversies for the law and for the c.ommunity
continue to tumble out of the minds of our scientific wizards:

- 15Should cloning of the human species by permitted? It is said to be technologically
feasible within 20 years. Sciel].ti.<:;ts hove already cloned mice. Should the 1a w be
silent on tili,:>?
thi':>?
Should it be posssible to patent life forms? The U.S. Supreme
SuPreme Court, held,
narrowly, that it should. A statute is before the Fe !eral Australian Parliament to
narrOWly,
permit ownership of newly developed ()lant varieties. Yet some opponents say basic

life focms belong to humanity and ought not to be the property of individuals or
corpora tions.
rules should in vitro fertilisa tion - the g)
Under what roles
ro called test tube
developed. Should the facility be available to

peopl~
peopl~

babi~s
babi~s

- be

who are not married? Should

surrogates by permitted to carry an IVF baby? Should it be possible to freeze the
fertilised embryo and put it aside for up to 400 years? What happens to the frozen
embryos on the death or divorce of the donor? These a.nd many other issues are to
come before expert committees recrotly established in Victa-is .and New South
Wales.
What sho.uld the law say about children born grossly deformed or mentally
sllch babies to
retarded? Should doctors be permitted in rome circumstances to kill such
save the enormous costs to society of keeping them in institutions? Is there a moral
difference between giving them a needle and putting them in a corner to die for
want ofnourshment as sometimes happens?
Should people be entitled to fill in a
extr~ordinary
extr~ordinary

'living will' by which they exclude

medical treatment, if that is the only way oJ

~olding up
~olding

the

dis~ase?
inevitable consequences of a terminal dis~ase?

our SOCiety.
These and many other problems of biotechnology now face our
society. It is essential that
in developing social responses to

the~e
the~e

problems, our ,lawmakers in Parliament should

consult the community. But there may not be great utility in doing so, if the community
frame of reference to which
has not spared a moment's thought for such issues and has 00 frameo!
it .can appeal in deciding its standards. A community informed about bioethical
sff1sitive classroom
developments depeoos !.pon selsitive

instr~tion
instr~tion

tecimology,
about science and tedmology,

including instruction directed at the moral and legal dilemmas that are sometimes posed
by new scientific and techoological developmmts.

- 16 CONCLUSIONS
My conclusions can
3:}ul
elm be briefly stated. We are going through a period of SJul

searching about education in Australiu4
Australia. There are now plenty of reports before the
Australian community pointing the way ahead in education. Every informed citizen has
hlls

views about education because all of us ·have had a little of it. Ultimlltlly; the shape of

education is not a matter for theoretical experts. I have called attention to two problems
which concern me:

The very low retention of our young people in education, especially when compared
compllred

with our competitors in the region -- the United States, Japan and Canada, which
keep nearly twice as many people in education after 16 than we do. This is

~n

especially worrying statistic when one looks at the coincidental rise in youth
unemployment.

The relative inflexibility of the curriculum which accompanied the explosion of
higher secondlry education in the 1950s and 60s. This, at least, now seems to be
Keeves Report and the South Australia
within the reformers 1 sights. The Reeves
Government's announcement seem to indicate that changes are coming in this State.

These changes will, I hope, open up the possibility of greater flexibility in the curriculum.
shOUld be seized by those who would advance the teaching of legal
Tffit opportunity should
subje~ts in our schools. Whether this is to be done by
studies and law relating subje~ts

88.

specific

rna triculation course or by a8 broad based infusion of relevant legal topics, or both, 1'i'55 a
matter for future debate. What is not open to debate is the need of the community to
have a better understanding of its basic legal rights and duties than it does at pre·sent.
g-rest engine of science
Finally, r have pointed to the g-reat

~nd

technology which

motiv8~es
motiva~es

our

time. It presents ena-mous challenges to education, not least because it requires fast
footwork on the part of teachers struggling to keep up, even generally with developments.
cmllenges to SOCiety
society and the law. We will only keep mmocratic
But it also presents cffillenges

institutions relevant in the age of science and technology, if we have an informed
community. The effort must begin in the classroom.
congratUlating you on your efforts. You can be encouraged by the
I close by congratulating

sure conviction that you are on the right track.
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